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THE HOMOLOGY OF DE RHAM CURRENTS

I Introduction

Manifolds are one of the most fundamental spaces used not

only in geometry but also in topology. It is believed

that the idea of a manifold originated in Cauchy's work on

analytic functions. Riemann extended Cauchy's work by de-

fining a new type of space called a "Riemann Surface".

He also gave the formal definition of manifolds. After

that, mathematicians turned their interests to the study

manifolds. We shall restrict ourselves to differentiable

manifolds in this treatise which is based on the classic

book "Varietes differentiables". For our convenience, we

shall write "manifolds" instead of "differentiable mani-

folds".

Starting in the second chapter, we define the homolo-

gy by the notion of currents. The admissible category of

spaces on which this homology theory must be chosen care-

fully so as to make the homology theory satisfy the exci-

sion axiom. Then, we prove the seven axioms of Eilenberg

and Steenrod. An interesting property is the homotopy for-

mulae that will be established in the section 2.8. The

axiom of compact support is added at the end of the sec-

tion with some modification of the definition of homology.
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The de Rham cohomology is presented in the third chapter.

It is defined by the aids of hom functor and the proofs of

the seven axioms follow.

The connection of the first two chapter appears in

the last chapter. Regularization of Schwartz is introduc-

ed here and then the notion of the Kronecker operator. We

shall use these two objects to prove our goals which are

two duality theorems. The first version is known as "Poin-

care's duality theorem", while the second links currents

and forms, i.e., homology of currents and cohomology of

forms.
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II THE DE RHAM HOMOLOGY

2.1 Forms and Currents

Back in 1739, the simpliest differential forms (one form)

were first presented in a paper written by French mathema-

tician, Alexis Claude Clairaut. He tried to show that the

necessary and sufficient condition that Adx + Bdy is the

differential of a function is that dy
dA dB= Moreover, hedx

proved that dw = 0 if and only if w = df, where w is a one

form and f is a function, which is currently called an

exact form.

Later in the 18th century, the era of exploring inte-

gration, one forms played a significant role in Cauchy's

paper on what we call line integrals. Near the end of the

century (about 1788) Lagrange published his paper "Meca-

nique analytique Lagrange" which included the notion of

two forms for the first time. After Lagrange, Gauss stu-

died the same topic, and he demonstrated how to perform

surface integration using two parameters. After that

time, there were many mathematicians who worked on related

topics, attempting to achieve the foundations of integral

calculus and differential equations.

Nevertheless, no one had thought of developing the
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generalized ideas of differential forms until 1844, when

the first edition of a work by Grassmann (Hermann Gunther

Grassmann [1809-1877]) called "Die lineale Ausdehnung-

slehre" (Calculus of Extension) was published. After

further study, he released an extended version of his ori-

ginal work under the title "Die Ausdehnungslehre : Voll-

standing and strenger Form bearbeitet" (Extension Theory

: A complete and rigorous elaboration) in 1863, with the

second edition in 1878. Being the first mathematician to

introduce the notion of vectors, Grassmann broadened the

idea to a new system now called "Grassmann Algebras".

About the same time, Mobius (Augustus Fredinand Mobius

[1790- 1868]) had denoted a triangle by its vertices, ABC

while Grassmann took this one step further by differentia-

ting between ABC and ACB as orientations of a triangle.

His idea was as follows : applying algebra to this, we

let a,b,c represent the vertices A,B,C of the triangle
ti

then let aAb represent the directed line AB; aAbAc repre-

sent the triangle ABC; and aAcAb represent the triangle

ACB. Then we have

aAa = 0

aAb = -bAa

aA(bAc) (aAb)Ac .

About 44 years later, the Joseph Cartan [1869-1951]

who is known as one of the greatest geometricians, esta-

blished the foundations of differential forms in his
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famous books "Lecons sur les invariants integraux" (1922)

and "Les systemes differentiels exterieurs et leurs appli-

cations geOmetriques" (1945). One may consult these two

books for more details on Grassmann algebras. The first

and most important application of the theory of differen-

tial forms which Cartan produced was a generalized form of

Stoke theorem. The theorem requires the notion of exteri-

or derivative which we shall see later in this section.

Now, let us define differential forms.

Definition Let 9. be the local coordinates of a smooth manifold V

with dimension n. Denote by 041 the algebra over R generated by dzi,...,den with the

properties

a) del A del = 0

6) del A dzi = - del A dal for i j

where the basis elements of a* are

1 , , dal A dzi , dr` A del A dek dal A dr2 A ... A de.
< < < k

We call an element of re( V ) = { Cr function on 1211 ft a differential form of even

type or simply even form. By the above properties, an even form a of degree p ( 0 < p < n )

can be expressed as :

a = E r 1 A A dx"
11< <ip 1

d

( or just simply a = E ai dzi) where each Ot11...ip is a Crfunetion.

Remarks

1) The form is zero at a point if all its coeffi-

cients vanish at that point.
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2) The form is said to be C? if its coefficients

are

3) Two forms are said to be identical if their

difference is zero at each point.

4) If a and /3 are two forms of degree p and q res-

pectively, then a A /3 = ( -I )Pq/3 A a. We usually use the

notation w for (-1)".

5) Let yi, y2 ,..., y" be another local coordinate sys-

tem of V, we can transform a from the xi coordinates to y'

coordinates as follows :

If a = E a,1..,p dx A .A dx"
;re .<,p

then a = E dy A ... A dyfP
i1<...<lp

631-1P 11< <1pa 11. P

aX
o /
uY

1 °yip

Definition Let a be a form of degree p. Define a differential of a, da, a

form of degree p + I by

a = E da' i A dr A . . A dr.
11< ...<ip P

From the above definition, we have the following pro-

perties, for which the proofs will be omitted: For any two

forms a and /3 of degree p and q , respectively, we have

a) d (a + it) = da + d/3

b) d (a A fl) = daAO + (-1)PaAd/3

c) d2a = 0
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d) The support of a form a is the smallest closed subset

D of V for which a vanishes outside D.

We have defined forms of even type, so we can conjec-

ture there must be forms of odd type. Cartan had intro-

duced only even forms and he simply calls them p-forms,

while de Rham extended the idea by associating odd type

and even type by the aid of the factor J, the Jacobian.

Definition A form a is said to be a differential form of odd type (or simply an

odd form) if whenever we transform the local coordinate el, x2, ..., z/' to y1, 72, ..., sin if

a = E all ip A ... A dx p then
<tp

a = E all Jp cly11A ... A dyiP where each coefficient a is
h < .. <ip

a = J E a ax11 ax1P

'1.-." 8111 iPOy

where J is a Jacobian J =

Note that from the above definition, if V is an orien-

table manifold then the odd forms are identical to the

even forms.

Definition CP (or C.Ci or C"( V,R)) is the vector space of all C' forms in V

with coefficients which are real-valued functions having continuous derivatives to order p where

p > 0 or of all order if p = oo. RIP (or %I or ,P( V,R)) is the vector space of all CP form

in e with compact support in V.



Remarks

1) e D Sr"

2) 5P D Sr"
3) SP D IP

4) 8 = n SP and 5 =
0<p<co

where g = SP if p = oo

CURRENTS
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When the famous thesis of de Rham was published in 1931

under the title "Sur 1'Analysis situs des varietes a n di-

mensions", it was the first time that the term "currents"

appeared in the realm of geometry. He was influenced by

the fact that there is an analogy between forms and

chains. From that point, he adapted Schwartz's theory of

distributions to the definition of currents. Briefly:

" The space of distribution D' is the dual space to

D, the space of all infinitely differentiable point

functions with compact support in n-dimensional

Euclidean space E. "

De Rham made some changes by replacing E by a differentia-

ble manifold V, the space D by SP(V), the space of all CP-

forms with compact support in V. We officially give the

definition of currents as follows.
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Definition Let V be an n-dimensional manifold; a current T is a continuous

(see definition below) real valued function defined on the vector space of all ea forms with

compact support in V having the property

[a #1 + /3 #a] =

for all forms mi and 02 and for all a, /3 E R.

arc [iod + PT [0a]

T is continuous means : if th is a sequence of CO forms (k E N) with supports all con-

tained in a single compact set which is in the interior of the domain of a local coordinate

system x , such that each derivative of each coefficient of Ok converges uniformly to

zero as k-+ oo then ntbk] 0.

Definition A current T is said to be homogeneous of dimension p and of odd

( respectively, even) type if T[0] = 0 for every homogeneous form which is not of degree p and

even (respectively, odd). Moreover all homogeneous currents of dimension p form a vector

space which we will denote by Cp(V).

Example An odd p-chain element, c, in a manifold V is a p

dimensional convex polyhedron II C RP together with

an orientation of RP and a map r of II into V. We

denote it by a triple c = (II, r, orientation of RPD

II). An even p-chain element is cr = (II, r, orienta-

tion of 70 .

A chain c in V defines a current which is called

the current equal to the chain c by

[96] = Se 95
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Example Let a be a locally integrable form in a manifold

V. The current equal to the form a is defined by

a [01 = JaA4.

Definition A current T is said to be C (0 < r< oo) if there exists a Cr-form

a such that T a =. 0.

Definition We say that the current T has a support D if D is the smallest

closed subset of V such that the current T vanishes outside D. We denote it by sun T.
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2.2 The Eilenberg-Steenrod Axioms

The story of homology begins in 1895, when Jules Henri

Poincare [1854-1912], the father of combinatorial topolo-

gy, released his paper called "Analysis situs". It was

in this that the notion of homology arose for the first

time. Realizing that studying the manifold analytically

was not easy, he reached the conclusion that it was

necessary to study the geometry, instead of solving the

problem via the equations. Then Poincare introduced a new

way of studying manifolds; by dividing them to nice pieces

called simplexes adjacent to one another by their edges.

This idea influenced him to define a new concept called

"homology theory".

Poincare also gave the definition of Betti numbers

and torsion numbers; moreover, he tried to prove the topo-

logical invariance of manifolds but he was unable to fi-

nish it. Later on, J.W. Alexandre [1888-1971] solved

Poincare's problem and showed that homology theory can be

applied not only to manifolds but also to 'nice' spaces

(polyhedra). He also discovered the other duality theo-

rem, which together with Poincare's duality theorem serves

as the basis of topological duality development.

Later on, many topologists worked industriously to

pave the new way in topology. Examples of their work are

Lefschetz's duality theorem by Solomon Lefschetz [1884-
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1972] and the fixed point theorems by Lefschetz, E.J.

Brouwer [1884-1972] and Heinz Hopf.

In 1952, Samuel Eilenberg and Norman Steenrod publish-

ed their famous book "Foundations of Algebraic Topology".

They invented an axiomatic treatment of homology theory

called "category theory" which produced a great simplifi-

cation in the proof of many theorems. Their axiomatizati-

on for homology theory consists of seven axioms. We state

the category and the axioms in this section, but proofs

are postponed to a later section after we define de Rham

homology groups.

Definition Let A be a class of pairs (X, A) where X is a topological space

and A is a subspace of X, together with a class of maps of such pairs with the following

properties :

a) If (X, A) is in A, then (X,0), (X, X), (A, A) and (A, 0) are also in .A, moreover

all possible inclusion maps of the above pairs are in A.

b) If (X, A) is in A then (Xx I, A x I) is also in A.

c) There is a one-point space P such that (P, Q) is in A.

Then A is called an admissible category for homology theory.

Definition A homology theory II on an admissible category A consists of three

functions as follows :

a) A function Hi, which for each pair (X, A) and each integer p assign an abelian

group. HP(X, A) is called the p-dimensional homology group of X modulo A.

la) For map f : (X, A) -. (Y, B) and each integer p, f induces a homomorphism f, op:
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I p(X, A) 4 Hp(Y, B). We call it the homomorphism induced by t".

c) For each integer p and (X, A) in A, a homomorphism Op Ip,(X, A)] : Hp(X,A)

flp_1(X, A), called the boundary operator. For our convenience, we use the no

Cation pi, for the boundary operator.

These functions are required to satisfy the Eilen-

berg-Steenrod axioms. Let A be an admissible category.

We have:

Axiom 1

Axiom 2

Axiom 3

Identity Axiom

If i is the identity i : (X,A) (X,A), then i*

is the identity.

Composition Axiom

If h : (X,A) (Y,B) and k : (Y,B) -0 (Z,C)

then (koh), = k*oh*.

Commutative Diagram Axiom

0* is a natural transformation of functors,

i.e., if f : (X,A) -0 (Y,B) is a map the

following diagram commutes:

4Hp(X,A) --- Hp(Y,B)

Hp -i(A) f y Hp_1(B)

Axiom 4 Exactness Axiom

The following sequence is exact, where i and j

are inclusions

a
Hp+1( x, A) -4 Hp(A) 4 Hp(X) 4 Hp(X,A)
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Axiom 5 Homotopy Axiom

If h is homotopic to k, then h* = k*.

Axiom 6 Excision Axiom

Given (X,A), let U be a subset of X such that

UCIntA. Then inclusion map j induces a homology

isomorphism j* : Hp(X\U,A\U) Hp(X,A).

Axiom 7 Dimension Axiom

If P is a one-point space, then Hp(P) = 0 for p

* 0 and HA(P) = R.

Axiom 8 Axiom of Compact Support

If a E Hp(X,A) there is a compact pair (X0,A0),

such that a is in the image of the homomorphism

Hp(X0,A0) Hp(X,A) induced by inclusion.

Definition A map f : V --0 W is said to be a proper map if the inverse image

of compact set in W is compact in V.

For de Rham homology, the admissible class and the ad-

missible maps are chosen to be

the triple (V;X,A) where V is a manifold, X is

a subset of V and A is a subset of X.

C' proper map p (V;X,A) (W;Y,B) such that

p maps IntX to IntY and also IntA to IntB.

the homology group will be de Rham homology

group Xp(V;X,A).

and the boundary operator is denoted by b
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The axiom of compact support has been added to the ho-

mology theory. However, we need a restricted version of

the definition of de Rham homology group to prove the

axiom of compact support; this will be stated later when

we need it.
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2.3 The de Rham Homology Groups

Poincare introduced the notion of homology in his paper

"Analysis situs", while Cartan worked to establish the

foundations of exterior differential algebra in his clas-

sic work "Lecons sur les invariants integraux". De Rham,

in his thesis, used Cartan's concepts to define currents.

Then he used currents as fundamental objects in geometry

to define the homology group with the aid of the defini-

tion that Poincare used in topology. De Rham's theory pro-

vides a beautiful connection between geometry and topolo-

gy

In this section, we begin with the definition of the

boundary operator b, similar to the boundary operator a of

algebraic topology (Lefschetz was the first person who

used this notation), for the general case when the bound-

ary operator is a homomorphism from the vector space

Cp(V;X,A) to Cr4(V;X,A). In this section, we only intro-

duce the boundary operator for Cp(V;X). Later, we intro-

duce relative boundary operators.

After we are familiar with the boundary operator, we

will use it to define the de Rham homology group and then

the induced homomorphism between the homology groups will

be defined. The induced homomorphism has been used since

the time of Poincare but it has no name or formal status.
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Def i n it ion The set of all currents T, homogeneous of dimension p in V with

support in the interior of X, forms a vector space called the current space of X on V. It is

denoted by Cp(V; X) TECp(V) I supp TC fain Define a boundary operator by :

c,,( %ix) tp_1( v; X) by

bpT = T [d #p_1] V T E Cp( V;X).

This is easily seen to be well defined. By direct

computation (b2T) [0] (b(bT)) [0] = (bT) [dd.] = T[d20] =

0. Thus 122 = 0.

Definition A current T of a pair (V; X) is said to be closed (we also say T is

a cycle) if bT = 0 and it is said to be homologous to zero if there exists a current Sin (V; X)

such that T = bS. (We say T bounds S.) Two currents S and T of dimension p are said to

be homologous if there is a p +1 current R in (V; X) such that S T = bit.

Definition Let T be a current homogeneous of dimension p. The differential

of T is the current defined by dT = (42T where ta = (-1)".

Properties of b and d

Let T be a p-current , # be a C current and Jr =
(-1)PT, then

1) b(TAO) = bTAwf3 + TAO

2) d (TAO) = dTA# + uiTAd#

3) d2 = 0 and 1? = 0

Having just defined the boundary operator b and the

differential d, it means that we have enough ingredients

to define the de Rham homology group. The definition of
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the group is precisely the same as that of algebraic topo-

logy.

Definition The set of all currents of a pair ( V; X) which are homologous to

given closed current forms a homology class of (V; X). The homology classes of ( V; X) form

an additive group called de Rham homology group of X on V.

We also state the definition in an alternative way by

introducing the terms cycle group and boundary group as

follows :

Alternate definition

Denoted by Zp( V; X) [from the German word "ZyklusTh the group of p-cydes, where

Zp(V; X) = ker by : ep ( V; X) Cp_1( V; X) and denote by 91p(V; X), the group of p-

boundarien where 53 p(V; X) = im b p+i : e p+1 (V; X) -. ep(v;x).

Since b2 = 0 this implies that Sp ( V; X) C %p( V; X). Then we define de Rham

homology group of X on V by

Xp(V;X) = Zp( V; X) / Sp ( V; X) .

For convenience, we shall drop the word "de Rham"

when there is no ambiguity. Moreover, we may write Xp(X)

instead of Xp(V;X), when V is understood.

Example In general, it is not easy to compute homo-

logy groups of manifolds by using the definition. How-

ever, in this example we show how to compute the homology

group of circle S1 by using currents.

Without loss of generality, we use polar coordinates.
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First, we shall show that for any current T in CI(S1) can

be written as T = ru where r is a distribution on SI and u

is the unit vector field on SI.

Let w = de be the 1-form dual to u; i.e., w(u) = 1.

Given T E C1(S1) define a distribution by r[f] = T[fw].

Conversely, given a distribution r, define current Tr by

Tr[0] = 7[0(u)].

Now, let us check the boundary of T. We have bTr[h]

Tr[dh] = Tr[h/dO] = Tr[hlw] = r[hi] = - r'[h]. This

implies that kerb' = {Tr I -r/ = 0}. From the theory of

distributions, 7/ .0 r is constant. That means kerbs

R and we have imb1 = 0. Thus, H1(S1) '4 R. Moreover, we

have Ho(S1) = R.

If we have a proper map from a pair (V;X) to a pair

(W;Y) we can define an induced homomorphism from Cp(V;X)

to Cp(W;Y). We shall define it with the aid of the con-

cept of the inverse image of a proper map.

Definition Let (V; X) and (W; Y) be two pairs and p (W; Y) -+ (V; X) be

a Cr map where r > 1. Each point y of Y is mapped onto a point z = p(y) in X and tke

local coordinates of z are Cr functions of the local coordinates of y. The inverse image of a

function f defined on (V; X) is the function psi defined on (W; Y) by

f (0 = f (11(1))



Remarks

1) p*( f + g) = ittf + p*g

2) p* (f g) = ( p*f ) ( p*g )

3) If f E CI and if df =

d ( p*f ) = E p*a., ) d ( p*xi )
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then

4) If # : (V; X) - (W;Y) and 7 : (W;Y) -+ (U;Z)

and g is a function defined on Z then ( # o7)*g = (7*or)g.

Definition Let p be as above and 4, --T. E f;1 ip dril A ...A iziP a p-form

on ( W; Y) then the inverse image of 4 by p is defined by

p *4, = E d exit A ... A deriP

Properties of p*

1) If a, is an even (odd) form on V then is

even (odd) form on W.

2) If of, is Cr and p is Cr+1 then p.140 is Cr.

3) p *dd = d p*4)) .

p*(a A#) = psca A p* 13 .

4) suppp *4' C p-1(supp4')

Proof of (3)

We omit the proof of 1) and 2) . The proof of 3) is

direct computation of p *d4' and d (p *4') Let = Eel);

, first, consider d (p*P) = d (p* E (Ai axii...dxjP)

( E ptki dp*x11...dp*x1P) . Now, consider the other part ;

p*d p*d (E# dxii...dxiP)

p*(E d4', dxil...dxiP)
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Ep*dOidp*xil...dp*xiP

E dp*Oi dp*xil...dp*xiP

dE p*O, dp*xii...dp*xiP

Thus, the result follows.

Definition Let p : (V; X) (W; Y) be an admissible map. Define a

komomorphism p# : Cp(V; X) p_i(W; Y) induced by p by

P#T[16] = TIP*01

Note on the above definition

1.suppp#T c p(suppT).

2.p# has the same parity as the current T.

Lemma The induced homomorphism pip commutes with the boundary operator,

i.e., bp# = pip b

Proof

b p*T [0] p*T [thk]

T [p*d0]

T Ed p*41]

bT [11*(/)]

1413T [0] 0

Now we define induced homomorphism on the homology

level. Since commutes with the boundary operator b.

Then p* induces p* which is defined by

p *( {T [0] }) { is#T C

where {T} denote the homology class of T.



Proof

Lemma The above induced homomorphism p* is well defined.

Let {T1} and {T2}
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represent the same homology class

of (V; X) , then T1 T3 = bT for some T. Therefore,

l2* ( {Ti COJ }) = /4*({(r2+n) CO11) = {14; [0] + plobT Nei} =

ft4#T2 [0] + bp#T [O] } = { p#T2 [0] } = p*( {T2 [O] } ) .o
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2.4 The Relative Homology

The concept of relative homology was first introduced by

Lefschetz [Proc. Nat. Acad. 13 1927), 614- 622]. Many

results can be more easily verified by relative homology

than by homology itself. De Rham's thesis was too early

to include relative homology. We will adapt Lefschetz's

definition of relative homology in topology to relative de

Rham theory.

In the previous section, we defined the homology

group for a pair (V;X). In this section we shall broaden

the definition to a triple (V;X,A) which is called the

relative homology. We will do this by introducing an equi-

valence relation on the group of currents of the pair

(V; X).

Let V be a manifold and A be a subset of X C V.

Define a relation on Cp(V;X) as follows :

For any T, T' E Cp(V;X) ; T ,-.., T' .44. supp(T -T') C IntA.

Lemma " ad " is an equivalence relation.

Proof

It is obvious that -s is reflexive. Now, let T0-14,

then supp(T -T') C IntA supp(T'-T) C IntA, thus sa is

symmetry. For the transitive property, suppose T as T' and

T" -T" then supp (T-14) C IntA and supp(T'-T") C IntA.

Therefore, supp(T -T') C IntA. Thus - is an equivalence
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relation.

Definition Let ( V; X, A) be a triple of manifold. We define the group of

relative currents of X modulo A, denoted by Cp( V; X, A) = Cp( V; X)/ where means

T -- 74 c supp( T 7') C IntA. Note that we can also write Cp(V; X, A)

Cp(V; X)/ Cp(V; A).

The relative boundary operator by : v;x,A) 4 Cp_1( V; X, A) is defined by

b ({T)) = {1,7} for { E Cp( V; X, A).

Lemma The relative boundary operator is well defined.

Proof

Suppose {T} = {14 } then supp (T Tt ) C IntA. Let K =

supp (T ) then T = Tf on X \ K. Since KC Int A then

supp (bpTbpTI) C IntA. Thus it is well defined.

Definition The relative cycle group $p( V;X,A) and relative boundary group

11p( V; X,A ) are defined by ker bp, im bp+i , respectively. Then define the relative de Rham

homology group Xp( V; X, A) by Sp( V; X, A) / p( V; X, A) .

Using the above definition let us analyze what the

cycle looks like in relative homology ; take zESp(V; X, A) ,

then z = for some T bz = b{T} = {bT} = 0; i .e. ,

{T} E Zp(V; X, A) G suppbT C IntA.

Definition Let p : ( V; X,A) -. ( W; Y,B) be an admissible map. We define

the homomorphism p# : Cp( V; X, A) -, Cp( W; Y, B) by p#{ T} = {p#T }. We also

define the homomorphism p# : %p( V; X, A) W; Y,B) by pi, {{ T} ) = { T) }.

Lemma The above homomorphisms p# and pi, are well defined.
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Proof

First, to show p* is well defined, let {T1} be homolo-

gous to {T2} then supp (Ti TO C Int A. We have to show

that { p#Ti} is homologous to { p#T2}. Consider

supp ( pteTi potT2) = supp (is#(TiT2) ) C p ( supp (TiT2 ) ) C

p ( Int A ) C Int B. Thus { p#Ti} is homologous to { p#T2}.

Next, we show that pit commutes with the boundary operator

b. We have p#12{ T} = { iittbT} = {bp* T} = bp*{T} . Then p*

is well defined, since b commutes with pc
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2.5 The Naturality of the Functor

In section 2.2, we defined the admissible category for de

Rham homology theory, and listed the seven axioms of Ei-

lenberg and Steenrod. The first two axioms express what

we call the "functorial properties" of the induced homo-

morphism. We say that Xp(*) is a 'functor' (a term first

used by Eilenberg and MacLane in 1945) from the de Rham

category of differentiable manifolds to the category of

abelian groups and homomorphisms. Moreover, if the third

axiom, the commutative diagram axiom, is included, we say

the functor Xp(*) is natural.

In this section, we shall prove the first three

axioms which can be done by direct computation. However,

we need to define the map from the relative group

Xp(V;X,A) to the group Xp(V;A). First, we prove the

identity axiom.

AXIOM 1 THE IDENTITY AXIOM

Let i : (V;X,A) -, (V; X, A) be a C° identity map. Then i*: 36( V; X, A )

( V; X, A) is an identity map.

Proof

Since i #: Cp(V;X,A) Cp(V;X,A), we have i # {T} [0] =

{TWO]} = {T[0]}. Then, let {T} E %p(V;X,A), consider

i*({{T [k] }}) = fi#011 [O] } = {{T [O] }}. 0
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Whilst the proof of the identity axiom is not hard,

in order to prove the next axiom we need the following

lemma :

Lemma Let V, W, U be any manifolds and lt : V --.0111 and k W U be C°

maps and let = dzi be a form. Then ( k o = k# o k*44.

Proof

k*(h*O) = k*(E h*g dh*xl dh*xP )

= E k*(h*g) dk*(h*xl) dk*(h*xP)

= (hok)*0

AXIOM 2 THE COMPOSITION AXIOM

Let h : ( V; X, A) --+ ( W; Y, B) and k : ( W; Y, B) ( U; Z, C) be admissible maps.

Then ( k = koo

Proof

Let {T} E %p(V;X,A).

(koh)*({{T [0] }})= {{(koh)*T [0] )-}

{{T [(koh )*()S]

{{T [h*(k*0)]

h*{{T [k*O] }}

k*h*{{T [0] }}

For the next axiom, we have to define a homomorphism

b* connecting between %p(V;X,A) and Xp(V; A), b* maps

{{T}} {61} where {T} E %p(V;X,A). We need to check

that b* is well defined.
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First, we show that for any {T} E Zp(V; X, A)

suppbT C IntA. It is obvious that since {T} is a cycle

of (V; X, A) implies that b{T} = {T} = 0 then suppbT C

IntA. Second, we prove the independence of {T}, i .e. ,

let {{T1 }} = { {T2}} then show that {bT1} {bT2}. Since

{{T2 }} is homologous to { {T2}} then there exists {T} E

Sp+i (V ; X, A) such that {T1} {T2} = b{T} = {T1 T2} ; but

b{Ti T2} = { b (T1 T2) } { bT1 bT2} and b(b{T} ) = 0 then

{bT1} = {bT2}. Thus, the map b, is well defined.

AXIOM 3 THE COMMUTATIVE DIAGRAM AXIOM

If p : ( V; X, A) ( W; Y, B) is an admissible map the following diagram

commutes:

Xp( V; X, A ) W; Y, B)

b, I b,

X p_1( V; A) X p_1( W; B)

Proof

Define b, by b*{{T [0] = { bT [0] as above. Let

{T [0] } E Xp(V; X, A) . By direct computation ;

b*P*{{T}} = b* (Ii*{{T}})

= b*{{p#T}1

= b p#T 1

lia*{{T}} = is* ({bT} )

= {p #bT}

= {bp #T }.

and
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2.6 The Exactness Axiom

The first formal work on the homology sequence and its

exactness is due to Witold Hurewicz [Bull. Amer. Soc. 47

(1941), 562]. Later in 1941, J. L. Kelly and Everrett

Pitcher developed the idea [Annals of Math 48 (1947) 682-

709] to what we currently know. The crucial property of

the relative homology is the homomorphism between the

group X.,,(X,A) to Xp(A), which is sometimes called a

connecting homomorphism

We consider the sequence of homology groups

--0 %p(A) 1 361,(X) a XF(X,A) Xp_4(A)

where 7, is a projection homomorphism.

Recall that a sequence (finite or infinite) of groups

and homomorphisms

-0 Al --* A2 --0 A3 -0

is said to be exact at A2 if im <P1 = ker ¢p. If it is

exact everywhere, we call it an exact sequence.

AXIOM 4 THE EXACTNESS AXIOM.

For a triple (V; X, A). The following sequence

%p (A) a %p (X) a %p (X, A) --P %p_1(A) 0 ...
is exact where 1: A - X is an inclusion and re : X -. (X, A) is a projection map.

Proof
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First define i* , * and b* by

i* ({z}A) = {z}x

7*({z}x) = {{rAt(z)} IxA

b *( { {z } }XA) = { bz }A

where {z}A means homology class of a current z with

support in IntA. Note that 50: Cp( X) -4 Cp( X , A ) is a

projection map.

1) Exactness at Xp( X)

Let w E kerb* then w*IwIX = ffirte(w)11xA = 0. There-

fore, there exists v in ep+1 (X , A) such that 7f# (4)= bV .

Since, r# is a projection, then there exists u in ern (X)

such that r#(u) = V br40(u) = by = r#b(u) = by. Then

(w bu) = 0, that is b(w bu) = bw = 0 because w E

%p(X) . This implies that w bu E %p(A) . We need {w}x E

im (is) , so consider

kerr* C im i*.

i * ( {w bu}A ) = {w buIx = {w}x

Conversely, if z E Zp (A) , then

{{740(i #z)} 1 = 0.

2) Exactness at X p(A )

Thus, im i* C kern *.

Thus,

7*(i*Iz1A) =

To show imb* C ker i*, let {z} E Zni(X, A) . Then

i*b*({{z}}x,A) = i*({bz}A) but {bz}A = 0 because {z} E

%re.' (X A) 44* suppbz C IntA. Thus, the result follows.

For ker i* C Imb*, let w E Zp(A) and i *( {w}A) = {w}x

= 0. Then there exists u E Cp+I(X) such that w = bu. Now
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let e = 240(u). If e is a cycle then we are done. We

claim that e is a cycle, because,

be = b*({{740(u)}}xA)

= {br #(u) }A

{r #b(u) }A

= {r#(w)}A =

Then e is a cycle, and thus keric Im b*.

3) Exactness at 3gp (X A)

0

For imw, C kerb,. Let z E Zp(X), then consider

b*7*({z}x) = 13*({{74t(z)}}xA)

= {b(r #(z)) }A

= tripb(z)/A

Thus {z} E kerb," and so imr, C kerb,.

0.

Conversely, let {{w}}xA E Xp(X,A) be such that

b*{{w}}x,A = 0 for some {w} E Zp(X,A). We have

/0*({{14}}xA) = {bw }A= 0, so there exists u E Cp(A) such

that 6w = bu then bw bu = 0. Therefore, wu E %p(X).

Consider

r*(04ulx) = {{14(wu)}}x,A

= {r #(w) 74(u)lx4

= {w}x,A

Therefore, kerb, C im r, 0

From the above axiom, we can conclude the well known

lemma in homological algebra called the "zig-zag lemma".

First of all, let us recall the definition of chain
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complexes and chain maps.

Definition A chain complex L is a family {Lp,bp} of abelian groups

Lp and homomorphisms bp: Lp Lr1 such that bp° bp+1= 0 for all integers p.

Let L = { Lp, bp} and A = { Al,,, bp} be two chain complexes. A chain map 41

A is a family of homomorphisms Op : Lp -1 Mp such that i4, 0 Op = Op_io by for all

integers p.

By the above definition and the proof of the axiom,

we have the following fact : Let L = {Lp,bL}, A6 = {Mp,b0

and X = {Np,bN} be chain complexes and 0, 0 be chain maps

such that

0 fr 00
is exact, then there exists an exact sequence,

Hp(L) Hp(A) HP(K)
b..

Hp_i ( L )

where 12, is induced by the boundary operator in A.

In fact, this does not depend on the definition of a

de Rham homology group, it is merely an algebraic fact in

homological algebra. We will refer to the above statement

again in the proof of exactness axiom in cohomology

without going into the details.
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2.7 The Excision Axiom

There is another well known result in relative homology,

question that if we look at the triple (V;X,A), what will

happen if we remove some part lying entirely inside of A,

i.e., some set U of A such that U C IntA. This property

is called the excision property, and it was first discovered by

Lefschetz, after he gave the definition of relative

homology.

Our proof of the Excision Axiom needs the theorem

called "The Existence of Partition of Unity". It is very

useful theorem that has been used not only in topology and

geometry but also in analysis and algebra. It was first

proved on the paracompact spaces by Ernest Michael in 1953

in a paper called "A Note on Paracompact Spaces" [Proc.

Amer. Soc. 4 831-838 (1953)]. (A Hausdorff space X is

paracompact if each open cover of X has an open locally

finite refinement.

The statement of the theorem is given in the follow-

ing paragraph. In fact, we can replace the word "mani-

fold" by "paracompact space" (or even "normal space") if

"C'" is replaced by "continuous". The proof will be

omitted but one can find it in [Warner], [de Rham] or

[Munkres : Topology].
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THEOREM THE EXISTENCE OF PARTITION OF UNITY

Let V be a manifold and U.} an open cover of V. Then there exists a countable

collection %Oa such that

1) E imp) = 1 V pelt and Ibi>0

2) is C3 and has compact support contained in one of U. .

3) { suppOi} is locally finite, i.e., for any p in V p has a neighbourhood W

such that W fl U. 0 I for only finitely many a .

Let T be a current in V. Then T [ck] = E 003 [0] =

T [000], i .e. , T can be written as T -= Rl + R2 + ... where

each RI has compact support contained in one of the U0.

AXIOM 6 THE EXCISION AXIOM

Let ( V; X, A) be an admissible triple. For any set U such that U C Jut A, the

inclusion j ( V; X\ U, A\ U) ( V; X, A) induces an isomorphism in homology.

Proof

We prove, in fact, that the induced map in the cur-

rent level is an isomorphism. We consider the projection

map p : Cp(V; X \U) Cp(V;X,A); first we show that this map

is onto and second that ker p = Cp(V; A \U) . Recall that

Cp(V;X,A) = Cp(V; X)/Cp(V; A) .

Let {T} E Cp(V;X,A), and let F = suppT. Cover V by

the interior of {V\ F, X \ U, A} , by the partition of unity,

T can be written as T = Ft + S + Q where suppR C V \ F,

supp S C IntA and suppQ C Int X \ U. Consider the class {T}

= {R} + {S} + {Q} in Cp(V;X,A). Since suppS C IntA, we
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so {T} = {R }. But the support of

R is a subset of X\U then {R} E Cp(V;X/U). Therefore,

surjectivity.

Next, we prove the second part. Consider ker p =

cp(v;mu) n Cp(V;A) = Cp(V;X\U n A) = Cp(V;A\U) as needed.0
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2.8 The Homotopy Formulae & the Homotopy Axiom

Eilenberg and Steenrod were the first people to use the

name "Homotopy axiom". There was no formal recognition

of homotopy prior to the introduction of induced homomor-

phism p*. Before Eilenberg and Steenrod added it to their

list of the seven axioms, it had been known and used by

the proposition : "homotopic cycles are homologous".

In fact there is another theory involved with homo-

topy. It was first studied by Poincare in his paper "Sur

la methode de Neumann et le probleme de Dirichlet" in 1895

and in 1899 "Analysis situs : Cinquieme complement A

l'Analysis situs". This influenced the later topologists

such as Hurewicz who published "BeitrAge zur Topologie der

Deformation I-IV" in 1930. Moreover, he extended the

idea to what we call "Homotopy theory". However, we will

not get involved with this.

Recall that the two maps f, g : X -6 Y are said to be

komotopic (fa's) if there exists a continuous map M : XxI Y

such that M(x,0) = f(x) and M(x,1) = g(x) for each x

in X. In this section, we will show that if f is homoto-

pic to g, the induced homomorphism f* is equal to g*.

This axiom is one of the most dominant axioms of Eilenberg

and Steenrod.

After defining double forms, we define the operators
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A, A* and the transformation of forms and currents by a

map. Then, in order to prove the axiom, we shall

establish the homotopy formula piT p0T = bMT MbT.

We have already defined differential forms on a mani-

fold V when a single manifold is given. However, we shall

introduce the notion of double forms when a pair of mani-

folds, V, W are given, i.e., we define a form on VxW and

call it doubleftmm.

Let V and W be two manifolds of dimension n and m.

Let denote the local coordinate in X C V and

yl,.,ym denote that of Y C W. We define a differential

form 0, of degree p on V with coefficients which are diffe-

rential forms of degree q on W by

:C dxhlA ... A dxIP

where is a form,

= E ah... it dY ... A dyfq

defined on YCW and all
i9

are real-valued functions of

(x,y) in XxY.

We can also define a form on W whose coefficients are

forms on V. We usually call this kind of form a double form

on VxW and we sometimes call the forms that were defined

in the section 2.1 single forma. We use the notation 0(x,y)

for a double form, while we use 0(x) for a single form

and we will express the double form 0 as

0(x,r) = E c11...ip ...ig @Xi! ... dxjP)(dy ... dyjc)
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1) For any two double forms a,(i on VxW with degree

q respectively at x and pi, qi respectively at y we

have aAfl = (-1)n+n1tiAa.

2) Let dr, cis, denote differentials with respect to x

and y respectively then d;a = d;a = 0 and drdy a

dvdr a for any form a.

3) a(x,y) is said to be C' if its coefficients

are C'.

The notion of double forms has been established.

Along with forms, we have currents defined on single

forms, so why not have that on double forms 7 We define a

double current as a continuous linear function on double forms.

Now, we have enough ingredients to introduce the operators

A, A* and .A-1*.

Note that if 5 is a single form on VxW and if UCV

and UICW are the domains of the coordinate systems xl,...,

xk and yk, so we can express the form 5 in UxU/ as

ry = E dxilA AdxiPA dyhA Adyh

According to 5 we have

7 = E dx A ... A dxiPo dyi A ...Adyik

a double form on UxU/ C VxW.

Definition We define A* by ry = A* ;)," which associates to each even (odd)
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Magic form a double form, even at x and y (odd at x and y) on V x W.

Definition Let L be a double current on Vx W. Define AL by

AL [t) = L[A*1]

The properties of A and A* are listed below, the

proofs will be omitted, but these can be found in [de

Rham].

Properties of A and A*

1) AL is a single current

2) The operation A* associate an even (odd) form on

VxW a double form on VxW which is even at x and y (odd

at x and y ) .

3) If L is even at x and at y then AL is even .

If L is odd at x and at y then AL is odd .

If L has different parities at x and at y then

AL = 0

4) We define br by brL[7] = L[city] and dr = wzbz ;

then A*d = (di + wrdy)A* in which Lori, = (-1)PL where p is

the dimension of L at x.

5) bA = A(br+ w:by) in which w: means w:L = (-1)"-PL

where n is dimension of the manifold V and p is dimension

of L at x.

6) The operations A and A* have right and left in-

verses, respectively. We use the notation A-1 and A*-I.
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2.8.1 TRANSFORMATION OF FORMS AND CURRENTS BY A MAP

Let fl : Z -0 V and f2: Z W be C' maps. Define f : Z -0

VxW by f = (fl,f2). Recall that by the operation f*, if

-I is a form on VxW then f*""t is a form on Z; also, if T is

a current on Z, fT is a current on VxW.

In the following definition, we shall define the

transformation of forms and currents by a map f as above.

In a previous section, we have defined the inverse image

of a form by a map; similarly, we have just introduced dou-

ble form (and double current). Thus, the association f,

(?*) of double forms (double currents) and single forms

(single currents) arise in this way. In more detail, the

operator T* associates to each double form 7 on VxW, a

form f*7 on Z, while f associates to each current T on Z a

double current fT on VxW. We use the recursive defini-

tion as follows :

Definition Let fi, f2, f be as above and assume that if y is not even at x,

then A. is oriented, and if 7 is not even at y, then 12 is oriented. Now definer as follows :

Let 7 be a double form on V x W

case 1 7 is even at x and even at y .

Define Pc by P7 = .A*-17

case 2 y is odd at ; even at y and suppose f1 is oriented .

By partition of unity, let DC V be an orientable domain such

that supp (7) C D x W. Let C be an orientation of D and let c = fl e' be the
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corresponding orientation of f 1(D) C Z. Then we define

:r7 = 61*(6'7) in fl(D)

and 0 otherwise.

1*7 bi

Note that c17 is even at z and at y and 0 outside Dx W .

case 3 7 is even at z, odd at y and suppose that 12 is oriented .

case 4

Similar to the case 2 .

h are oriented, 7 is odd at r and at y.

Again by partition of unity, let Di X D2 C VX W be such that the aupp (7)

C D1 x D2 where Di and D2 are orientable domains. Therefore let ci and

c2 be those orientations of Di and D2 respectively which correspond under

, 12 to the same orientation c of f
1 1

(Dix D2). Note that f (Dix D2)

= fi-'(Di) n f2-1(D2). Thus, c1c27 is a form even at x and at y. Now

we can go back to easel. Therefore, definer'? by

10*(1(27) in f ( Dix D2)
otherwise

Definition If T is a current on Z, the double current %T is defined byl T[7]

= T[I*7]

Note that from the above definition, if f is not pro

per, we must suppose that suppT is compact. And if f1 is

not oriented, we must suppose that 7 is even at x. We

list the properties of these operations as follows, the

proofs will be omitted, but they can be found in [de

Rham].
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Properties of Is and)

1) = ( dr + wzdy)

2) ha = (b: + w:by) P.
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2.8.2 HOMOTOPY FORMULAE

Let Cro be a map such that Cto: W -. RxW is defined by C,o(y)

= (to,y) for toE R and y E W. We suppose Cis orientable.

Let a(t,y) be a double form on RxW even at t. We

will denote by Qt0 the odd current of dimension 0 in R

which is equal to t = to. Then by definition,

and

e*a Clto(t) [a(t,Y)]

etoT = Elto(t)T(Y)

for any current T on W.

Let I(t) = c(t)i(t) where c is the orientation of R

and i is a characteristic function of the oriented unit in-

terval [0,1]. That means I is just the odd chain, thus

bI = Qt Qa. Therefore,

(bt + wrby) (IT) = ( bI ) T IbT

ELT 1:10T IbT .

Then, we have

toT = (Lit+ wrby) (IT) + I(bT). ( * )

Lemma Let p:RxW --0 V be (°° proper maps and T be a current W. Then,

there exists a map M : Cp(W) -* C p+1( V) such that p1T poT = bMT M bT.

Proof

First, note that for any proper map f defined as in

the beginning of this section, we have ; for any single
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form -I on W, A.PT[7./] = f*T[A*-1] = T[?*A*1] =

T[f*A*-1(A*1)] = T [err] = fT . Then we conclude that

Cto from (*). Apply pA both sides, then

pAtiT - pAea = pA ( bt + wtby) (IT) + pA(I bT)

since pA(b, + 4, *by) = pbA = bpA [from the property 5 of

A] , so we have,

pC1T - pC0T = biLA(IT) + /1_4(IbT) ,

But AC, = 10' then

p1T - poT = bpA ( I T) + pA (1 bT ) .

Therefore, let MT = pA ( IT) for each odd current T with

compact support in W. Finally, we have

piT - poT = bMT + MbT. (1)

AXIOM 5 THE HOMOTOPY AXIOM

If f, g : V are homotopic then the induced isomomorphisms

%p(W) are equal.

Proof

Xp( V)

Since f and g are homotopic then there exists M :

Cp(V) Cp+1(W) such that g* - f* = bM + Mb. Therefore

for T E Cp(V) this implies that

g #(T) - f #(T) = b MT + MbT

bMT + 0.

Then g* and f* are homologous. Thus g,(-(TI) = f,(ITI)

What we have just done is the special case for the
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homotopy axiom. However, we can extend it to the general

case. Note that, given the maps f, g : (V;X,A)

(W;Y,B), we say that they are homotopic if there is a ho-

motopy H : XxI Y of f to g such that H maps AxI to B.

In fact, we just restrict the domain, i.e., the vector

space of currents in V to the currents with the support in

IntX which is still true for this case. In other words,

the above lemma goes far beyond what we are looking for.

Moreover, from the above lemma, we have a dual of p1T

poT = bMT + MbT, i.e.,

prO po i = edit) + de0 (2)

where the operator M* is defined by M*0 = I(t) EA p*O].

One can observe that the operator M increases the dimen-

sion by one while M* decreases the degree by one. We call

the operators M and M* the operators associated with the homotopy p and

call (1) and (2) the homotopy formulae.

There are further results involving homotopy, i.e.,

homotopy type, contractible space and deformation retract.

Let us first recall the definitions.

Two triples (V;X,A) and (W;Y,B) have the same homotopy

type or are homotopy equivalent if there exist maps f , g

(V; X, A)
f

g
(W;Y,B)

such that gof = lv and fog 1w (where lv means the
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identity map of V to V) . The map g is called a homotopy

inverse for f and a map which has a homotopy inverse will be

called a homotopy equivalence. We shal I write (V; X, A) -z (W; Y, B)

when (V;X,A) and (W;Y,B) have the same homotopy type.

By applying the Homotopy axiom to the above defini-

tion, since gof _ex lv then (gof), = g,of* = lv* and (fog)*

= f*og* = lw,o, thus f* is an isomorphism. Thus, we

conclude that if (V;X,A) and (W;Y,B) have the same

homotopy type then their homology groups are isomorphic.

Now let us move to the contractible space.

A space V is called contractible if the identity map lv is

homotopic to the constant map at some point of V.

The easiest way to picture the contractible space is

to collapse the whole space to a point. We can give an

alternate definition of contractible which is equivalent

to the above one as follows: A space V is contractible if

it has the same homotopy type of a point. It follows that

%t(V) is isomorphic to %Q(P) where P is one-point space.

By the dimension axiom (which will be proved later), we

have Ng(P) = 0 for q 0 0 then X,(V) = 0.

Finally, we define deformation retraction. Given a

triple (V; X,A), A is said to be a deformation retract of X if

there is a map H : Xx I X such that

H (x, 0) = x V x E X

H(x,1) EA VxEX.
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The map H is called a deformation retraction. If we include that

H(a,t) = a Va E A and t E I, we call it a strong deformation

retraction, i.e., while X is collapsing to A, all points in A

do not move.

We will show that if A is a deformation retract of X,

then the inclusion map i : A - X induces an isomorphism in

homology level. First, observe that if A is a deformation

retract of X then X and A have the same homotopy type (we

can take f: A -. X to be inclusion and g : X -. A to be x 1-

G(x,1) ). Therefore, the homology of A is isomorphic to

the homology of X.
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2.9 The Dimension Axiom and the Axiom of Compact

Support

The dimension axiom is the least important of all seven

axioms. The reason that Eilenberg and Steenrod included

this axiom might be due to quote "Dimension axiom tends to

insure that the dimensional index q shall have a geometric

meaning" stated in their work. The homology varies up to

the coefficient of homology groups and the type of homo-

logy (i.e., de Rham homology, simplicial homology ,etc.).

Actually, Eilenberg and Steenrod did not include the

case when the dimensional index q = 0 in this axiom due to

the reason given earlier, but we will display the result

for de Rham homology. The proof is straightforward, and

relies on considering the chain groups as follows.

Proof

AXIOM 7 THE DIMENSION AXIOM

If P is a one-point space then %A P) = 0 for p L 0 and X.0( P):4 R

If P is a one-point space then P is a manifold with

dimension O. We prove it in two separate cases.

Case 1 p = O. The currents T in P are only maps of

one point to a real number, that means we can find a one-

to-one correspondence from Co(P) to R, this implies that

kerb0 cad R, but imbo = 0 then Ity(P) "a' R.
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Case 2 p 0. Since P is a one-point space then we

can consider the chain groups of P as follows :

ep P) -+ ep- P) -, e2 (P) -4, CI (P) -0 CO (P) 0

Since Cp(P) = 0 for p 0 and we have Co ( P ) = R then

kerbo = R and imbi = 0. Then Xp(P) = 0 when p . 0

THE AXIOM OF COMPACT SUPPORT

In addition to the usual seven axioms of Eilenberg and

Steenrod, there is sometimes an extra axiom, the axiom of

compact support. This axiom fails for ordinary de Rham ho-

mology, however we shall insert the compact property into

our new definitions as follows :

Definition A current T is said to be compactly homologous to zero if it

bounds a current with compact support. Two current are said to be compactly homologous if

their difference is compactly homologous to zero.

Def in it ion The set of all currents in (V; X, A) which are compactly

homologous to a closed current with compact support form a compact homology class of

(V; X, A). The compact homology classes of ( V; X, A) form an additive group called the

compact de Rham homology group of (V; X, A), denoted by X; ( V; X, A).

AXIOM 8 AXIOM OF COMPACT SUPPORT

If a E 3G (V; X, A), there is a triple (V; X0, A0) with X0 and Ao compact, such
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that a is on the image of the homomorphism 3q(V; X0,A0) -. 3G;( V; X, A) induced by

inclusion.

Proof

Let a E XF, (V; X, A ) then choose the coset {{T}} = a.

Then suppbT C A . (Since {T} E %, (V; X , A) .) Let X0 =

suppT and Ac = suppbT. Therefore {T} E C; (V; X0, Ao) f

moreover {T} E S;(V;X0,A0 so we choose 7 to represent

{{T}}, the coset modulo `53, (V ; X0, Ao) . Therefore i*(7) =

a.
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W. THE DE RHAM COHOMOLOGY

The cohomology groups were not defined until long after

the homology group, in spite of the appearance of Poin-

care's duality. It was known as V-homology before the

formal definition was presented. However, there is no cer-

tain reference to assure us as to who was the first person

to give the definition. It is believed that the original

idea was influenced by the duality theorem of Poincare and

then Alexandre presented the definition of cohomology

group at the Moscow conference in 1936. This may be the

reason why many topologists who got involved in the deve-

lopment of cohomology were Russian such as L.S. Pontrjagin

(duality theorem), A.M. Kolmogorov, P.S. Aleksandrov, K.

A. Sitnikov,etc. One year after that conference, Hassler

Whitney suggested the terminology "cohomology".

This took place after de Rham finished his thesis.

Before that, topology was known as homology theory and the

notion of cohomology had not arisen yet. Therefore, de

Rham used homology as tools to solve the problems. How-

ever, we will define cohomology in the manner of algebraic

topology, which is quite different from the method usually

used in differential geometry books. Nevertheless, we

shall find out in the last chapter that they are iso-
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morphic, and it does not matter how we define it. The

main reasons why geometricians do not prefer this defini-

tion is due to its purely algebraic nature, which makes it

hard to compute the cohomology.
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3.1 The Definition of the Cohomology Groups

We shall create a new abelian group from the existing two

A, G; this will be Hom(A;G), the group of homomorphisms

of A into G. The precise definition follows, along with

details of some of its properties. This will lead us to a

definition of the de Rham cohomology group.

Definition Let A and G be abelian groups. The set of all homomorphisms

from A to G, is denoted by Hom(A; G).

Note that this set is an abelian group of where the

binary operation is simply the addition of the two homomor-

phisms, i.e., (0 + 0)(a) = 0(a) + O(a). The identity and

inverse of 0 are the identity homomorphism and -0. Now we

return to the de Rham cohomology group.

Definition Let (V; X) be a pair of a manifold V and a subset X of V; and R

be the group of real numbers. The group of p-cocurrents of (V; X) (dual to the group of

homogeneous current of dimension p) , (I°( v; x) is Rom( eP( V;X);R).

We denote the value of the cocurrent z on the current

T by Hz, TI. Define the coboundary operator by : CV(V : X)

EP+1(V: X) to be the dual of the boundary operator bp."

Cp+I(V: X) -0 ep(V: X) ,i.e., Igpz , Tp+11 = 1z, bp+iTp+, .

Note that b2 = 0 since b2 = 0.

Definition A cocurrent z is said to be a cocycle (or coclosed) if iz = 0 and it

is said to be cohomologous to zero if there exists a cocurrent s such that z = is.
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As before, we denote the group of cocycles of (V; X) by 3P( V; X) = kerbp and

13P(V; X), the group of p-coboundaries of (V; X) which is the image of the operator

Finally define de Rham cohomology group of X on a manifold V, V(V; X) by 3"( V; X) I

S"( V; X). We will use X instead of ( V; X) when there is no ambiguity.

If we have a C' proper map p between two pairs of ma-

nifolds (V; X) and (W; Y) . Then define an induced homomor-

phism, "from CEP (W ; Y) to EP ( V ; X) as a dual of ii# as

follows : for any Zp E e(W;Y), lifitzp,Tn = [zpop#,TY1

where 11 means a p current on (V;X). (Without any confu-

s i on we shall omit the sub (super) script . ) This def ini-

i on is obviously a homomorphism because f is# ( z +w ) , =

(z+w)op# ,T] = lzois# ,T] + twop# = bfitz ,111 +

[p w,T1.

Proof

Lemma p# commutes with the coboundary operator it

11;11#z , T1 [p#z,bTI = Izop #,bTI

16(zott#) ,T1 = [(Ez)p# ,T]

jp#6z , T1

From the above lemma, we can define an induced homo-

logy homomorphism from 6P(W; Y) to 6P(V; X) given by

itsfiz,TD = Uptez , TH. Note that it

since pte commutes with 6.

is well defined
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THE RELATIVE COHOMOLOGY

If we have a triple (V;X,A), we can define the relative

cohomology group with a definition similar to that of rela-

tive homology. First, define the group of relative p-co-

current of X modulo A on V by C(V;X,A) = Hom

(Cp(V;X,A) ;R).

The coboundary operator 6 is defined as the dual of

the relative boundary operator, i.e., 16pz,{T}I = (z,b {T }J

where b is a boundary operator in homology. Then, define

the group of relative cocycles of X modulo A on V by

3P(V;X,A) = kerb, and the group of relative coboundaries

of X modulo A on V by SP(V;X,A) = im6. Finally, define

the relative de Rham cohomology group of X modulo A on V

by

5P(V;X,A) = 3P(V;X,A) PBP(V;X,A).

If p is a C' proper map from (V;X,A) to (W;Y,B) such

that p(IntA) C IntB, then p induces a homomorphism p# on

the cocurrent level, i.e., p#: CP(W;Y,B) -0 CP(V;X,A) de-

fined by

IP#z){1}1 = I z,{141}1.

Furthermore, p# induces a homomorphism p. on the cohomolo-

gy level which is defined by

11.{11z9 {T}1} = fitilftz,{T}11
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3.2 The Seven Axioms for Cohomology

A cohomology theory on an admissible category A (we use

the same category as in section 2.2.) is a collection of

three functions as follows :

a) A function bP which for each triple (V;X,A) and

each integer p assign an abelian group. 45P(V;X,A) is

called the p-th dimensional de Rham cohomology group of X

modulo A on V.

b) A function p, is defined for each admissible map

p : (V;X,A) (W;Y,B) and each integer p and its value

is a homomorphism p : SP(W;Y,B) 6P(V;X,A) called the

homomorphism induced by a map p.

c) A function b, is defined for all (V;X,A) in A

and for all integer p. Its value is by : bP(V;X,A)

fr1(V;X,A). We call b the coboundary operator.

Again, these axioms are similar to those of homology

and their proofs are fairly easy, since the definition is

based on homology theory. Now we state the axioms for the

cohomology version which have the opposite orientation to

those in homology theory.

Axiom 1 If i is the identity, then is is the iden

tity.
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Axiom 2 (koh) = hol.

Axiom 3 b is a natural transformation of functors.

Axiom 4 The following sequence is exact, where i and

j are inclusions,

4 15-i(V;A) 6P(V;X,A) 6P(V;X) 15P(V;A) --4

Axiom 5 If h is homotopic to k, then h. =

Axiom 6 Given (X,A), let U be any subset of X such

that UCIntA. Then inclusion j induces a coho-

mology isomorphism e(X\U,A\U) 4- 6P(X,A).

Axiom 7 If P is a one-point space, then SP(P) = 0

for p # 0 and f °(P) = R.

The proofs of the first three axioms are straightfor-

ward by direct computation. First, axiom 1, since i is

the identity, then = fii*ez,T11 = fizoi#,TI) =

flz,T11. For the proof of the axiom 2, consider

(koh) {1z,Til = fr(koh)#z,TD

= fizo(koh)#,TI1

= f[zokeh#,T]l

= 1111#(zokte),TH

= fizok#,Til

= h {1k#z,T11

lol fiz,T11 .

Finally, for axiom 3, we need to show that the following

diagram commutes
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V(W;Y,B) 6P(V;X,A)

6P-1(W;B) SP-1(V;A)
P I A

By defining 6* : 15P-I(V;A) -- V(V;X,A) by 1;,,,{z} =

Since p# commutes with b, one can prove that /OS = bp'

exact

Proof

AXIOM 4 THE EXACTNESS AXIOM

Let ( V; X, A) be a triple in the admissible category A. Then the following sequence is

15P-1(A) fi(X,A) 6P(x)t. 6P(A)

By considering the following commutative diagram ,

0 C(A) eP(x,A) e(x) 0

1 1 1

0 0 EP+1(A) 0 CP÷1(X,A) 0 EN-1(X) 0 0

together with zig-zag lemma at the end of the section 2.6.

One can conclude that there exists a long exact sequence,

6P-I( A ) 130 ft(X,A) 6P(X) .12 goP(A)

as needed.

AXIOM 5 THE HOMOTOPY AXIOM

If is is homotopic to k then la' =

Proof
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We shall use the property of homotopy from homology,

i .e . , the homotopy formula. To avoid misunderstanding, we

introduce sub (super) script in the proof. If h and k are

homotopic then there exists a map Mp: Cp(X) Cr" ( Y ) such

that (h# k#) (T)p() = bp."Mp (T),C, ) + Mp_Lbp(T)p() where T* means

the p-current on X. We want to show a similar result

occurs in cohomology, so define Dp : &'(Y) CP ( X ) by

, Tr,_111 = Mp_IT)p(_11 where zn means the p-cocurrent in

Y.

Now consider h# k*

( 1.1311 k# ) zYp 1 = 14( h k )40 , Tn

14( o (bp+iMp + 11$1,1 bp ) T;(1

ZX bp+IMp f TP 1 + Mp_i bp ,T,f]

, bp." MpT7, + , Mp_i bp 1111

Mp Tn + 113p4 , topTn

IDni 6,4 , Tn + Sp_iDp4 ,

We shall usually omit dimensional subscripts. Now

take a cocycle z in Y then h*z , Tj k*z , TI = [Dgz ,TI +

1613z , TI = 0 + [6D z , TI, so gh*z , TI and lk*z '11 are in the

same cohomology class. Thus h = le

AXIOM 6 THE EXCISION AXIOM

Given (X, A), let U be any subset of X such that U C Int A. Then inclusion j induces

a cohomology isomorphism bP(X\U, A\ U) 6P( X, A).

Proof
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We use the following fact from homological algebra :

Let 5 and g be free chain complexes and 0 be a chain map.

If 0 induces homology isomorphisms in all dimensions, then

0 induces cohomology isomorphisms in all dimensions.

From our hypotheses the inclusion j induces homology

isomorphisms in all dimension and our chain complexes are

more than abelian groups, they are vector spaces. There-

fore, applying the above fact, there is no more work to

do. 0

AXIOM 7 THE DIMENSION AXIOM

If P is a one-point set in a manifold V, then 6P( V; P) = 0 for p 0 0 and S°(P)

= R .

Proof

Consider the chain complex ;

t2(P) Ml(P) °(P) 0----. fi-. -11, ---

Since Cp(P) = 0 for p 0 then by definition, CP(P) = Hom

(Cp(P);R) = 0. Now consider p = 0, we have Hom

(Cp(P);R) =

is p = O.

R, thus the only one possiblily for 6P(P) = R
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IV DUALITY THEOREMS

This chapter is the most interesting part of the paper; it

contains two duality theorems which connect topology to

geometry. As we have mentioned before in chapter 2, the

cohomology group defined in the previous chapter is iso-

morphic to the cohomology group in the sense of forms

which will be defined later, in section 4.5. The proof of

this is referred to as "duality version II" in this

chapter.

One of the most striking results in algebraic topo-

logy is "Poincare duality" which connects homology to co-

homology (of a manifold possessed with special proper-

ties). In 1895, Poincare finished his work on the version

for polyhedra. What we are doing here is another version

with the same result but based on a different category.

First, beginning with the definition of a manifold endowed

with polyhedra, we derive the Kronecker operator on that

kind of manifold, and then prove the duality by the aid of

the Kronecker operator.
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4.1 Regularization

In this section we introduce two operators; one is called

the "regulator" the other one does not have a name, we

will simply call it the operator A. Possessing the same

property as that of the barycentric subdivision operator

in singular homology, they play an important role in de

Rham's theory as well as the excision theorem in homology.

The process of derivation is fairly long and compli-

cated so we state only the result of it.

Theorem 4.1.1 Let V be a manifold. If T is a homogeneous p-current in

V, there exist a p current RT and a p+1 current AT each with the same parity satisfying

RT T = bAT + AbT.

Moreover RT is C'° and if T is C. then AT is also Cr.

The proof starts with the construction of the regula-

tor R, and operator A on le, then extends them to the mani-

fold by taking limit of R and A in W. One can find the

detail of the proof in [de Rham] section 15; and the regu-

larization in 112" in Schwartz, Theorie des distributions I

page 22 and Theorie des distributions II, chapter VI.

Recall that the current defined by a form a in V is

a[0] = faA4). Let the dimension of V be n, if the degree

of a is p then faA4) = 0 for all 0 with degree not equal to

n-p. In another words, a is a homogeneous current of de-

gree n-p. Thus, we state another form of the above
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theorem which we shall use later for the proof of duality

version I.

Theorem 4.1.2 Each closed p-current in V is homologous to a cc° n-p-

form on V where n is the dimension of V.

Proof

Let T be a closed p-current. By the above theorem RT

T = bAT + AbT = bAT. Thus, T is homologous to the C'

form RT.

From theorem 4.1.1, we shall define the Kronecker

index, denoted by TAS [1] where S and T are currents and

one of these is C°°. Let R and Rf be the regulators associ-

ated with T and S, respectively. We put

TAS [1] = RTARiS [1]

Since RT and RiS are C' they are equal to forms, so this

is well defined. The properties of the Kronecker index

are ;

1) If T tTi and S = tSk and TiASk[1] is defined
i=1 k=1

for each i and k, then TAS = ET4ASk[1] .
1,k

2) If one of the currents T or S has compact support

and if one of bTAS [1] and TAdS [1] is defined, the other

is also and they are equal, i.e., bTAS [1] = TAdS[1].
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4.2 A Manifold Endowed with A Polyhedral Subdivision

In this section, we shall introduce the notion of a mani-

fold endowed with a polyhedral subdivision. By using

Whitehead's theorem which states that "each differentiable

manifold can be endowed with a polyhedral subdivision", we

can prove duality theorems for manifolds of this type in-

stead. We begin with the definition of cells.

Definition Let E be a subset of an n-manifold V. E is said to be a C p-

dimensional regular cell if it is komeomorphic to a p-dimensional convex polyhedron II C RP in

Itn by a C komeomorphism h.

The image of the interior (frontier) of II under k is the interior (frontier) of the cell

E.

Definition Let S be a collection of cells in V. S is said to be a polyhedral

subdivision of V if S is locally finite, i.e., each compact subset IC of V intersects only a finite

number of cells in S. (equivalently, for any point r in V, x has a neighbourhood which

intersects only finitely many cells in S.)

We call E, a cell of odd type (or simply an odd cell) if the

orientation of the above R" is defined. And we call it a

cell of even type, or an even cell if the orientation of the above

map h is defined. Now we shall define the current of a po-

lyhedral subdivision S. Let us denote the oriented even

cells of S by a, where i = 1,2,.... We shall use this nota-

tion for the whole chapter.
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Def in it ion Tke currents of S are sums of the currents of the form ai A et;

where ei is a Clorm. A current of S is said to be of type (p,q) if each term aiA ai is of

type (p, q) , a; is p dimensional and ai has degree q.

Def inition The chains c on S are a linear combination of the cella , c is

even (odd) if each term ai is even (odd).

Observe that the chain c is a current of type (p,O)

with boundary of type (p-1,0), conversely, a current of

type (p,O) with boundary of type (p-1,0) is a chain. We

take the following result from [de Rham]. The argument

of the proof will be omitted but detail can be found in

pages 88-89 of [de Rham].

Theorem 4.2.1 Each closed p-form is homologous to a p-chain.
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4.3 The Kronecker Operator

In this section, the word "manifold" or a symbol V means

a manifold endowed with a polyhedral subdivision. Similar

to our definition in chapter 3, a cochain is a linear (real-

valued) function on finite chains in S. We denote the

value of a cochain f on a chain c by cf. The set of all

cochains is a vector space dual to the vector space of all

finite chains in S. A cochain f is said to be finite if f is

nonzero on only finitely many cells in V, since every

chain c can be written as a linear combination of cells

a1.

Definition Let f be a cochain and c be a finite chain. The differential of f on c

is defined by c d f = ic f.

We call a chain with a zero boundary a poly -cycle and a

cochain with a zero differential a poIrcocyck. We say that a

cochain f is homogeneous of degree p if cf = 0 for all homo-

geneous chains with dimension not equal to p. Moreover f

is odd(even) if cf = 0 for each even (odd) chain c.

The main goal of this section is to establish the re-

lation that associates each cochain f and chain c with a

chain (c,f) in a polyhedral subdivision S. First, we

should set up some properties that this relation should

have :

1) b(1,f) - :a* ( 1 , d f )
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2) (1,f) A c [ 1 ] = cf for any chain c in S.

(here w* (-1)7"? where p is dimension of the cell 1 and

q is degree of the cochain f. )

Now let Q. be an interior point of the cell a; (which

we may assume is the image of the origin). Let r, be a re-

traction of a, to the point Q,. Since r; is a homotopy

map, so as in section 2.8.2., there are homotopy operators

M; and M7 associated with this homotopy.

Definition Let f be a cochain of degree q in S and c be a chain of S.

Associate to f and c a chain (c,f) by the following properties :

Let p be a dimension of the cell a. and ci be an orientation of a neighborhood of a;

then define (ai,f) as follows :

(a) If p - q < 0

then set (ai,f) = 0

(b) If p - q = 0

(c)

then set

(di, f) ( .f) Qi iff is odd
ll (qua) (21 if f is even

note that NAM = ei(ai,f)

If p - q> 0

then set (a,,f) = M.(ba.,11

From the above definition, we can see that the dimen-

sion of the cochain (a,,f) is p-q since we define induc-

tively on p-q. Moreover, since each cell c is a linear

combination of the cell a, then (c,f ) also has dimension
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Note that (c,f) is bilinear. Our next task is to
show that the boundary operator given by

b ( c , f ) (bc,f) - w*(c,df)

where w* = (-1)" is well defined.

Lemma The above definition of the boundary operator is well-defined for p-chain

and tcochain.

Proof

It suffices to prove this for c = at.

Case 1 : p q < O.

There is nothing to prove since b(a,,f), (bai,f) and
(ai,df) are all zeros.

Case 2 : p q = 1

Consider the homotopy formula Mi. Since ri is an

identity map, we have (bai ,f ) - rt)(bai,f) = +

Mib(bai,f). Since p-q < 0, we have b(ai,f) = bMi(bai,f).
This implies that

b(ai,f) (bai,f) - rio(bai,f) - Mib(bai,f). (*)

We have b (bai , f ) = 0. Then b (a.; , f ) = (bai,f) -
4( ha; , f ) . So we have to show that rt(bai,f) = (a; , df ).
Let ha; = Etiai then for the interior point Q1 of al, we
have rioQi = Q1 because Qj is the boundary point of Now

consider rt (ha; , f ) = (al , f ) = rt)E t1(a1.f)Q1 =

Ert; ti(a.rf)Qi = ( ,f)rioQi = Eti(a ,f)Qi = (barf)cli

= (adf)(1; where we assume f to be odd. But (adf)Q1 =
(ai,df). Then rt, (bai,f ) (ai,df) and the result fol-
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lows. A similar proof holds for even.

Case 3 : p - q > 1

We perform induction on p-q. Suppose the lemma is

true for p-q-1. We have b(ba-,f) = (-1)P-9-1(ba,,df)

since (bba ,.,f) vanishes. Apply M, to both sides. Then

Nish ( bas , f ) (-1)"-1M,(ba.,df) = (-1)P-4-1(a,,df), by

definition. From the equation (*) in case 2, we have

b(a(,f) = (ba,,f) rio (ba,,f) (-1)P-1-1(a1,df) = (ba4,f) +

(-1)"(a,,df) because rso (ba,, f) = 0 0

Notation : Let f, be a cochain such that f has a value 1 on a.,

-1 on -a, and 0 on all other oriented cells in S. Then

put e, = (1,f.) where 1 is an n dimension chain of S which

considered as a current equals the function 1. So by defi-

nition e, has dimension n-p, if a, has dimension p. (Cer-

tainly, f, has degree p.) Note that f can be written as a

linear combination of f,.

The next step is to show that the Kronecker index,

which is defined in section 4.1, is well-defined for this

case, i.e., eiAfj = sq.

Proof

Lemma The Kronecker operator ei Aft = 6! is well defined.

Without loss of generality, we can consider only the

case in which the sum of the dimensions of es's and a2's
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equals n, otherwise the product is zero. Let the dimen-

sion of a, be p and the chain e, = (1,f,) where f, has

value ±1 on ta, and 0 otherwise. Then f, has degree p,

and this implies that the dimension of ei is n-p. We

shall divide the proof into two cases.

case 1 if i 0 j

It is true from the construction of fi, i.e., fi(ak) =

0 for i 0 k. That is ejAaj[1] = 0 for i 0 j.

case 2 if i = j

We prove this by induction on q = dimension of ei

which is n-p.

First, let us prove it for q = 0, that means p = n.

Then we can write 1 = E ai, observe that the coefficient

of a1 is 1. Consider ef = (1,f1), since 1 is a linear com-

bination of af's then (1,f1) = 1:(a1,fi)Qi = Qi. But ai,

considered as a current, is a function equal to 1 in the

interior of the cell ai and zero otherwise. Then CjiAai[1]

= Mai] = 1. Therefore, ejAai[1] = 1.

Now, for q > 0, we have n > p, p is a dimension of

as, then we can find some p+1 cell ak such that a, is in

the boundary of ak, we can write bak = a, + E. Then take a

Kronecker product

ei A ai [1] = e; A bak[1] (*)

note that eiAE[1] vanishes which follows from the first

case. Now consider be, ;
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be; = b(1,-fi) = (b1,-fi) + (-1)"(1,dfi)

-= -1)n-P (1 dfi) (**)

but df, , it can be written as a linear combination of fm,

therefore df, = fk + F, where t is al 1 junk. Then (1, dfi)

= (1,fk) + (1,f) = ek + 7 Therefore from (**) ; be; =

(-1)9ek + -y, because q = n- p. Now take a Kronecker pro-

duct with ak, therefore

be, A ak [1] = (-1)4ek A ak [1] . (***)

By the property of the Kronecker index, we have be,Aak [1]

= e, Adak [1] and since dak = wbak then be, A ak [1]

(-1)ge, A bak [1] . Connect with (***) , thus ei A bak [1] =

ek A ak [1] . From (*) , it implies that

ey A ai [1] = ek A ak [1]

By the hypothesis ek has dimension less than that of ei,

therefore e, A a, [1] = 1 .

Theorem 4.3.1 Let V be a manifold endowed with a polyhedral subdivision.

Then the cochain f of S can be associated to the chain (1,f) with the following property :

(1,f) A c[1] = c-f

for any chain c in S.

Proof

Let c be a chain then c = E Ica; and let f be any

odd cochain. Since f can be written as a linear combina-

tion of f;, then f = E u,f,. Consider (1, f ) = (19 E tiff, ) =

E 111(1, f,) = E u,e,. Then take a Kronecker operator with
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(1, f ) A c [1] = E uiei A c [1]

E uiei A kjai [1]

E E lid% ei A at [1]

E u,k;

Now, let us consider cf. ;

c f = E u1f1(c)

= E uifi (E kjai)

= E kj fi (aj)
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2: 2: u,kj f1(a.0

= 2: utki

Thus, (1,f) A c[1] = c f 0

Note that the proof for f is even is similar to the

above.
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4.4 The Duality Theorem Version I (Poincare Duality)

In this section we shall prove the first version of the

duality theorem. We have proved all ingredients we need

for the proof of the dualities. By using the fact of

bilinear pairing being "nondegenerate", we can easily

reach our goals. Before we define what it means for a

bilinear pairing to be nondegenerate, let us ascertain

some facts concerning the dual of the space.

Theorem 4.4.1 Lei V be a manifold and F be a field. Then there is a natural

vector space isomorphism Ham( Dtp( V), F) - tP( V, F).

By using the Universal Coefficient Theorem in alge-

braic topology, one can easily prove the above theorem.

The proof can be found in Munkres "Elements of Algebraic

Topology". Now we are ready to define nondegenerated pair-

ing.

Definition A pairing on a bilinear map between two finite dimensional vector

spaces < , > : V x W R is said to be nondegenerate if <v,to> = 0 for anywin W

v = 0 and < v, tv> = 0 for all v in V w = O. (The term "nonsingular is also

need.)

The next lemma is the key to solve our problems, we

shall use the result of this lemma in the proof of duali-

ties.

Lemma Let V and W be finite-dimensional vector spaces. The pairing < , > is
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nandegeneraie if and only if the map v <a, > defines an isomorphism V -=. Wfr where

W is a dial space of W.

Proof

Since the inclusion V - W* and W V* are injective,

then dimV < dimW* = dimW < dimV* = dimV. Hence, dimV =

dimW* and the inclusion V -, W* must be an isomorphism.

Conversely, let <v,w> = 0 for any w in W, we need to show

that v = 0. By the hypotheses, that means <v,w> is 0 in

W* but we have v- --* <v, > defines an isomorphism of V onto

W* this implies that v = 0. Similar proof for <v,w> = 0

Vv E V = W = 0. 0

From the above lemma, if we can show that the Kronec-

ker operator is nondegenerate, i.e., _A_ [1] : Xp(V) x

Xn-p(V) R, then by theorem 4.4.1, our result follows

since Horn (Xn-p(V)) is isomorphic to 5"-P(V).

Theorem 4.4.2 The Poincare Duality

Lei V be a manifold with dimension n. Then 5"( V) =="' XA V).

Proof

As stated before, we need the following fact ; let T1

and T2 be cycles in V with degree p and n-p, respectively,

if TIAT2[1] = 0 for all cycle T1 in V, then T2 is homolo-

gous to zero. Suppose not, let T2 be nonhomologous to ze-

ro. From theorem 4.1.2, we have T2 is homologous to a

form a, and from theorem 4.2.1, we have a is homologous to
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a chain c. Then T2 - a ,-..4 c , this implies that if c is

not homologous to zero then c does not bound any chains of

S (polyhedral subdivision of V). Thus, there exists a fi-

nite poly-cocycle f such that cf 0 0. By theorem 4.3.1,

we have that if T1 = (1,f) is closed with compact support,

then TIAT2[1] = cf 0 0. Therefore, we have a contradic-

tion.

Note that the reverse of the above fact is also true,

i.e., if T2 is homologous to zero then TIAT2[1] = 0 for

all closed current T1 with compact support.
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4.5 The Duality Theorem Version II

As we mentioned before in the introduction to this chap-

ter, the de Rham cohomology group defined in chapter 3 is

isomorphic to the cohomology group defined in the sense of

forms. For our convenience, we will call the latter "coho-

mology of forms". Most geometricians are familiar with

this term which appears in many books containing de Rham's

theory. Theoretically, cohomology of forms is a special

case of de Rham cohomology, but practically it is easier

to work with cohomology of forms since the hom functor is

purely algebraic.

Before we prove the theorem, let us recall the defini-

tions of closed forms, exact forms and cohomology of

forms. More information regarding cohomology of forms can

be found in many differential geometry books such as

[Warner], [Bott] , etc.

Definition Let V be a manifold. A form a on V is said to be closed if da =

0 and it is said to be exact if there is a p-1 form ft such that a =

Since the operator d has the property d2 = 0, we can

form a quotient space of closed form modulo exact form as

follows.

Def in it ion Let V be a manifold. Let 19(V) denote the vector space of all

closed p-forms on V and 9(V) denote the vector space of all exact forms on V. The p-lh de

Rham cohomology group of forms of V is defined by RP(V) = 17(V).
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THE DUALITY THEOREM VERSION II

From the proof of duality version I, we get a similar

result which is equivalent to the following fact : for the

current T, T[0] = 0 for all closed C' form 0 with compact

support if and only if T is homologous to zero.

Theorem Let V be a manifold. Then HP(V) = 6P(V).

Proof

We use the same method as we did in the first ver-

sion, here the bilinear map of HP(V) x ltp(V) R is sim-

ply defined by (T,0) T[0]. Since this map is non-dege-

nerate (from above paragraph) then the result follows.
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INDEX

Bcohomologous
boundary operator to zero, 54

in homology, b, 17 cohomology of forms, 76

of cochain, 68 commutative diagram

axiom

Cfor homology, 28
ep(V;X), 17 for cohomology, 57

cell compact de Rham Homo-

odd type, 64 logy group, 49

even type, 64 compactly homologous

chain,

chain

65

complex, 32

to zero, 49

compact homology class, 49

chain element, 9 compact support,axiom, 49

chain map, 32 composition axiom,

closed, for homology, 27

current, 17 for cohomology, 57

form, 76 connecting homomorphism, 29

coboundary operator, 53 contractible space, 46

cochain, 66 current, 9

coclosed, 53 Cr-, 10

cocurrent, 53 equal to chain, 9

cocycle, 53 equal to form, 10
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of polyhedral sub-

division, 65 gPA,e(V;R), 7

cycle, 18 even form, 5

exact form, 76

exactness, 29

9P,E,,,V(V;R), 7 exactness axiom

de Rham, for homology, 29

homology group, 18 for cohomology, 58

cohomology group, 54 excision axiom

cohomology group of for homology, 33

forms, 76 for cohomology, 59

deformation retract, 46 excision property, 33

differential,

of cochain, 66

of current, 17 form, differential

of form, 6 even type, 5

dimension axiom, odd type, 7

for homology, 48 frontier of cell, 64

for cohomology, 60 functor, 26

distribution, 8

double current, 38

double form, 37 hom-functor, 53

duality theorems homogeneous,

version I, 74 current, 9

version II, 77 of cochain, 66

homologous, 17

homologous to zero, 17



homotopic, 36

homotopy axiom

for homology, 44

for cohomology, 59

homotopy equivalent, 45

homotopy formulae, 45

homotopy type, 45

I

M

manifold endowed

with polyhedral sub-

division, 64

N

nondegenerate, 73

nonsingular, 73

identity axiom 0
for homology, 26 odd forms, 7

for cohomology, 57 operator A, 62

induced homomorphism

p#, 54, 55 P

p*, 21, 24 partition of Unity, 33,34

in homology, p,4, 21, 24 Poincare duality, 74

in cohomology, p., 54, 55 poly-cocycle, 66

interior of cell, 64 poly-cycle, 66

inverse image of polyhedron subdi-

a map, 19 vision, 64

forms, 20 proper map, 14

K R

Kronecker operator, 63, 69

I
locally finite, 64

regular cell, 64

regulator, 62

relative boundary

operator, 24
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relative coboundary

operator, 55

relative cocurrent, 55

relative cocycle, 55

relative cycle

group, 24

relative boundary

group, 24

relative cohomology, 55

relative homology, 24

S

single form, 37

support,

of currents, 10

of forms, 7

strong deformation

retraction, 47


